
 LAW 2: Communication ~ Verbal, Body Language, Tone

Explanation of Law: Communicating is how we interact with the world. For our purpose 
we narrowed it down to 3 types. Verbal communication is anything you say with your 
words. Body Language communication is how you look or move when interacting. Tone 
communication is the WAY you are saying the words.  

Effects of Law: Being able to express exactly what you want and it being accurately understood 
is a HUGE deal when it comes to coaching and working with others. To be able to work together 
as a TEAM in meetings and especially on the MAT, every person must understand every other 
person. If everyone ran to get cones cause no one said “I got them”, you would all run into each 
other, waste time and leave the kids alone to misbehave. Or what if you had a problem lifting 
something and could only see another teammate through the glass and couldn’t scream out to ask 
for help, how would you inform them? And if you used a silly sarcastic tone when telling a child 
to sit crisscross ninja-sauce, would they take you seriously? When you sit down to learn in a 
meeting, like right now, being able to express/ask a question to get the exact answer helps you 
learn easier. Lastly, how would your team know if you need help or are unhappy with something 
if you cannot properly let them know? Communicating affection and appreciation is important to 
create happy relationships too. For example, remember how good it feels when someone 
accurately express’s/communicates a hug or compliment, it brightens your day, right? 
Communicating on ALL 3 levels will make working, training and being with people a happier 
and easier experience.  

Examples of Law:  
1. Verbal: Listening to others is a great way to understand first exactly what 

you want to say back. Speak clearly and to the point. Do not make a joke 
when it’s a serious topic. Avoid “filler” words, or words that do not make 
sense examples are ”thing”, “like”, or “um”. Make sure the person 
understands what you are saying before moving on to the next topic/idea/
task. Saying something like “Right” or “I understand” when listening lets 
the person speaking know you are listening and following along. Work at 
sounding confident in what you are saying instead of unsure.  

2. Body Language: “They say 70% of all communication is non-verbal” so 
working hard to visually be understood how you want is very important. A 
hand shake that is firm. Eye contact but do not stare the whole time when 
someone is speaking. Facial expressions are fast and small and everyone 
notices them and responds to them, so pay attention to yourself. How you 
walk, stand and sit are 3 easy languages you can correct fast to be seen as 
confident, happy and ready to listen. Nodding your head when someone is 
speaking will show them you are listening and following along. Waving 
your hands fast or above your head shows you are aggressive or overly 
excited. A slight touch on the arm when hearing something sad will show 
you care and understand what they are going through. 
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3. Tone: Tones are important to back up verbal’s and non-verbal’s. Use a 
light happy tone when you want to backup any words or actions that are 
fun and happy. A tone when asking for help should be one that sounds 
humble and in need. Watch your tone when you are upset, you shouldn’t 
take a sarcastic tone or one that makes fun of the situation. Having a 
confident tone when giving teaching instructions will help the students 
follow through with what you are asking of them. 

Ninja Tip: TAPPING!! The easiest way to understand how important communication 
is… what happens if you do NOT tap during training?? YUP! Ouch! Same level of 
importance when working as a team or being around others. LEARN to communicate so 
you come out ahead as a winning member of your team!

Law Training: Land Mine Drill: Everyone will go to the mat. Place many small sized 
obstacles from 1 side to the other, these are your “Mines”. Each student will verbally 
instruct another student who is blindfolded to walk across the mat without touching a 
mine. If you touch a mind, BOOM, you are out! Make sure the student blind folded does 
not see where you place the mines.  

Conclusion: Learning to communicate like a pro, might be THE most important LAW 
because we are martial arts coaches who handle potential injuries with younger students. 
Practicing all 3 types of communicating will dramatically improve your coaching skills. 
And the best part is you will grow as a person. It will give you a huge jump-start as you 
grow up and take on more responsibility, which gives you more rewards! 


